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 Since she began her career, she has been passionate about the world of food and has traveled extensively throughout the world, creating recipes and tips, showing techniques, ideas and practical advice for cooking and entertaining. She has created and worked with television programs on Mexican cuisine for more than ten years, and has published several television series in Mexico and Spain. In 2013,
and in collaboration with the Food Network, she has authored a Mexican cookbook that has been translated into more than 20 languages. As a journalist she has written for major newspapers in Mexico and Spain, including “El País”, "La Razón" and “The Guardian”. In 2014, she launched her own website, www.cuisinerafef.com, a site that was specifically created for the food industry, she has

published a book based on her website (“Culinaria”), and a book about international cuisine called “Cuisine of the World” (published in Spanish, as “Cocina de los Estados”, in the UK). As a promoter of culinary tourism, she has also collaborated with Tourism Authority of Puerto Vallarta, Grupo Valores, Ferrovial and the municipality of Rio de Janeiro, and with the consulate of Mexico in Germany.
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Archie Comics fans are joining together to build a very special Halloween-themed comic book — and all that's standing between them and their spooktacular dream are $160,000 worth of bottles of wine. "I feel like I have to be more creative and go out of my way and do things I don't have to do," said Charlotte Hodges, 17, a fan who organized the effort and raised most of the money. Hodges and

two friends, 16-year-old Mason Ross and 18-year-old Finn Wolfhard, are trying to build a half-size replica of the city of Riverdale, the fictional town that appears in 520fdb1ae7
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